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Welcome Back!

Open Project Management



Datasets will often contain components that should be open and accessible, and components 
that require discretion (protections beyond the scope of your open license). 



“rights of the data subject, duties of data controllers or processors, transfers of personal data to 
third countries, supervisory authorities, cooperation among member states, remedies, liability or 
penalties for breach of rights, and miscellaneous final provisions…… processing of personal data 
should be designed to serve mankind”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation

Datasets will often contain components that should be open and accessible, and components 
that require discretion (protections beyond the scope of your open license). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation


My first exposure to open 
data (Fall 2000)..….



NCBI today!



(Shared) Data Vocabulary

Version 4 Protocol:
http://docs.oasis-open.org/odata/odata/v4.0/errata02/os/
complete/part1-protocol/odata-v4.0-errata02-os-part1-pr
otocol-complete.html

http://docs.oasis-open.org/odata/odata/v4.0/errata02/os/complete/part1-protocol/odata-v4.0-errata02-os-part1-protocol-complete.html#_Toc406398214
http://docs.oasis-open.org/odata/odata/v4.0/errata02/os/complete/part1-protocol/odata-v4.0-errata02-os-part1-protocol-complete.html#_Toc406398214
http://docs.oasis-open.org/odata/odata/v4.0/errata02/os/complete/part1-protocol/odata-v4.0-errata02-os-part1-protocol-complete.html#_Toc406398214


Making (csv) Data Accessible in Github



Making (csv) Data Accessible in Github



Experimental Formats

Electric Tables: create common 
representations of data and make them 
sharable and public. 

● idea of web formats and documents as 
an organizing principle for organizational 
efforts.



Technology: (Jupyter, OpenStack)

Standards: (json for storage, retrieval, metadata; 
FAIR for making public).

Cloud Security and Access: AWS for controlled 
access.

Archival: DataDryad (versioning, permanent doi).

Open Data Stack



Markdown Tutorial
Using Github-flavored Markdown

### Markdown is great!
[Hello World](http://hello-world.github.io)
<p align="center">
     <img src=”markdownlogo.jpg”>
</p>
Markdown for Github!

Markdown is great!
Hello World

Markdown for Github!

http://hello-world.github.io
http://hello-world.github.io


Markup Language History
Markup: a text-encoding system that coordinates formatting instructions (tags) with plain text.



GenCode (Generic Coding): 1967, sent control 
notations to a typesetting device.

Markup Language History
Markup: a text-encoding system that coordinates formatting instructions (tags) with plain text.

GML: 1973, Charles Goldfarb 
(document management system).

SGML: 1986, precursor of HTML and 
XML.

Learn more:
https://www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=1665

XML: used for encoding metadata, 
specialized SGML for docs on the 
internet.

https://www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=1665


GenCode (Generic Coding): 1967, sent control 
notations to a typesetting device.

Markup Language History
Markup: a text-encoding system that coordinates formatting instructions (tags) with plain text.

GML: 1973, Charles Goldfarb 
(document management system).

SGML: 1986, precursor of HTML and 
XML.

Learn more:
https://www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=1665

TeX, LaTeX: 1970s, Donald Knuth. 
Descriptive markup system for 
scientific documents (Mathematics 
typsetting).

XML: used for encoding metadata, 
specialized SGML for docs on the 
internet.

https://www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=1665


General review of text encoding: 
https://www.kdnuggets.com/2019/11/text-encoding-review.html

Standards: 
Describe tags and their permitted uses, allow for different standards to be interchangeable (used 
in the same document).

https://www.kdnuggets.com/2019/11/text-encoding-review.html


Why Markdown?
Markdown was developed in 2004 by John Gruber and Aaron 
Swartz for easily-formatted, easy-to-read (rendered in web 
browser or digital notebook).
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Why Markdown?

Comes in different flavors: examples include 
Github-flavored (version-control) and 
R-flavored.

Github-flavored Markdown can be combined with 
HTML tags, LaTeX equations, and other elements to 
create attractive technical documents.



OpenWorm/DevoWorm Education

Interview on Mozilla Open Leaders Medium

https://medium.com/read-write-participate/revitalized-community-curriculum-breathes-new-life-into-the-webs-first-virtual-organism-39af8e5f1adc#:~:text=Revitalized%20Community%20Curriculum%20Breathes%20New%20Life%20into%20the,spotlight%20on%20a%20Sprint%20for%20Internet%20Health%20project


Educational Application:

Wiki-style layout, can build 
and collaborate using minimal 
syntax.

Source:
OW-DW Education, https://github.com/devoworm/
OW-DW-Education/blob/master/Pattern%20Formation/
Reaction-Diffusion.md

https://github.com/devoworm/OW-DW-Education/blob/master/Pattern%20Formation/Reaction-Diffusion.md
https://github.com/devoworm/OW-DW-Education/blob/master/Pattern%20Formation/Reaction-Diffusion.md
https://github.com/devoworm/OW-DW-Education/blob/master/Pattern%20Formation/Reaction-Diffusion.md


Which ones are written in Markdown, and which 
ones are built in HTML?

Markdown vs. HTML



Markdown vs. HTML

Is this written in Markdown or HTML?



Markdown vs. HTML



Markdown vs. HTML

Line breaks: characters 
(headers) and spacing (two 
spaces at end of line).



Markdown vs. HTML

While difficult to master, 
table formatting is flexible 
and intuitive (vs. HTML)



Markdown vs. HTML

Let’s compare how 
bulleted and numbered 
lists are built

Two of these are written in 
Markdown, the other two in 
HTML



Markdown vs. HTML

Two of these are written in 
Markdown, the other two in 
HTML



Markdown vs. HTML

For more formal lessons:

Markdown Tutorial: 
https://www.markdowntutorial.com/

Mastering Markdown:
https://guides.github.com/features/masterin
g-markdown/

https://www.markdowntutorial.com/
https://guides.github.com/features/mastering-markdown/
https://guides.github.com/features/mastering-markdown/


Adding HTML and LaTeX elements



Adding HTML and LaTeX elements



https://www.r-bloggers.com/2021/03/creating-a-book-manuscript-using-bookdown/

How to create a manuscript 
using bookdown (examples 
in R-flavored markdown).

● Bookdown is a 
specialized markup 
language 

● formatting and other 
document specific 
features.

https://www.r-bloggers.com/2021/03/creating-a-book-manuscript-using-bookdown/


Reproducible Pipeline of Documentation

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/


Markdown is Versatile and long-lived, 
but…..   

“Lightweight” markup language 
(layout and style)

Not standardized, many 
flavors not cross-compatible
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Limited control over semantic 
specification of text
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“Lightweight” markup language 
(layout and style)

Not standardized, many 
flavors not cross-compatible

Shallow learning curve 
compared to HTML, LaTeX

Limited control over semantic 
specification of text

Platform agnostic (basic flavor) Stylistic limitations (alignment, 
specialized fonts)

Markdown is Versatile and long-lived, 
but…..   



Using Markdown as Part of a Pipeline

Document, Code
Review

Author Collaborative
Documents



Document, Code
Review

Author Collaborative
Documents

Using Markdown as Part of a Pipeline



Krewinkel and Winkler: Figure 3 in 
"Formatting Open Science", PeerJ 

Computer Science, 3(5), e112 
(2017).

Kiko Fernandez-Reyes, How to use Pandoc to produce a 
research paper
https://opensource.com/article/18/9/pandoc-research-paper

Robert Talbert, How I wrote my book using Markdown, 
Pandoc, and a little help from the internet
https://medium.com/@roberttalbert/how-i-wrote-my-book-using-ma
rkdown-pandoc-and-a-little-help-from-the-internet-4c5ee33a95fb

Create beautiful, semantically-rich documents with 
Pandoc Scholar
https://github.com/pandoc-scholar/pandoc-scholar

Using Markdown as Part of a Pipeline

https://opensource.com/article/18/9/pandoc-research-paper
https://medium.com/@roberttalbert/how-i-wrote-my-book-using-markdown-pandoc-and-a-little-help-from-the-internet-4c5ee33a95fb
https://medium.com/@roberttalbert/how-i-wrote-my-book-using-markdown-pandoc-and-a-little-help-from-the-internet-4c5ee33a95fb
https://github.com/pandoc-scholar/pandoc-scholar


Convert docs and integrate with Github repos: 
Visual Studio Code!

How-To Guide: Markdown in Visual Studio Code
https://medium.com/@michael.isprihanto/how-to-guide-markdown-in-visual-studio-code-e8a68cc01f64

Build an Amazing Markdown Editor Using Visual Studio Code and Pandoc
https://thisdavej.com/build-an-amazing-markdown-editor-using-visual-studio-code-and-pandoc/

https://medium.com/@michael.isprihanto/how-to-guide-markdown-in-visual-studio-code-e8a68cc01f64
https://thisdavej.com/build-an-amazing-markdown-editor-using-visual-studio-code-and-pandoc/


Atom.io (now archived) Tutorials
Markdown to HTML (1K views)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Ikr_tyTpZc

Installing Packages and Markdown to pdf (588 views)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrY3k99WIDI&list=

PLfOmoVklxmn3-rxlAWGcdC9V0hni2kNL0

Open Source Rotation
http://tiny.cc/OpenSourceRotation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Ikr_tyTpZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrY3k99WIDI&list=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrY3k99WIDI&list=
http://tiny.cc/OpenSourceRotation


Extending Markdown 
(accessible) to a larger 
publishing strategy (wider 
set of needs).



How do I learn more?

Catherine Heath, The Ins and Outs of Using Markdown for Technical Writing
https://document360.io/blog/markdown-for-technical-writing/

Eric Holscher, Why You Shouldn’t Use “Markdown” for Documentation
https://www.ericholscher.com/blog/2016/mar/15/dont-use-markdown-for-technical-docs/

Peter Conrad, Why You Should and Should Not Use Markdown
https://medium.com/@stymied/why-you-should-and-should-not-use-markdown-1b9d70987792
 

Adam Hyde, What’s Wrong with Markdown?
https://www.adamhyde.net/whats-wrong-with-markdown/

https://document360.io/blog/markdown-for-technical-writing/
https://www.ericholscher.com/blog/2016/mar/15/dont-use-markdown-for-technical-docs/
https://medium.com/@stymied/why-you-should-and-should-not-use-markdown-1b9d70987792
https://www.adamhyde.net/whats-wrong-with-markdown/

